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Currents
and
Amberjacks
Hugh Mitchell, MSc, DVM

Note: After some intense political articles over the past few months,

some lighter fare is in order (meant to be read with a French accent as
per that famous oceanographic explorer/popularizer.)

Blue Ocean net pen site off of Kona, HI. Mauna Loa in the background.

T

he skiff rocks in the swells
as Tyler pilots it out of
the Kona harbor and up
the coast towards the pens
(Sounds something like: “Zee [sic]
skeef rocked in dee swells azz Teeleur
peelotted it owt of zee Kona harbor
and up zee coast towards zee peens”).
The broad-based Mauna Loa volcano
looms in the background of the island
with her 13,800-foot peak shrouded in
clouds. From the sea floor, her height
is 30,000 feet taller than Everest and
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she is far younger and more temperamental.
My dive buddy, Todd (Dr.
Smithenson), a Seattle-based veterinary radiologist by day, but an avid
scuba diver during off-hours, goes
through a methodical check of his
dive gear. This morning, we have an
opportunity to dive some Amberjack
(Seriola spp.) net pens but will need to
take precautions. Tyler, the manager
of Blue Ocean, tells us that there is a
current today of almost 2 knots. “The

current IS stiff. Let go of the netting
and you will end up in Alaska”, he
teases. He also informs us that Tiger
sharks like to hang around the pens.
Todd and I look at each other and
shrug. We are up for an adventurous
plunge.
As we approach the cluster of
five submersible net pens, they are in
various stages of being submerged
or being brought up for feeding
and/or repair by a crew in boats and
skiffs. We moor down-current at a
buoy near one of the pens, while a
crew works another one across the
cluster. Tyler quickly dons his suit,
jumps into the current and takes a
rope line from the boat to the pen.
His speed and efficiency suggest that
he has done this sort of thing a few
times before.
I put my regulator in my mouth,
take a couple of breaths to make sure
it’s on, and then jump into the water
grabbing the guide rope so I don’t get
transported from the Big Island to
Kodiak. There certainly was no temperature shock. My gauge tells me
that the water is a balmy 78ºF.
Tyler wasn’t exaggerating the current. Turning my head sideways to
the current for a look-around, I feel
the tug on my mask. Todd is in next
and follows me as we go hand over
hand on the line towards the pen.
We get there and grab onto the mesh
netting, with our legs fluttering down
current like a couple of neoprene
flags. Our air bubbles exhaust horizontal instead of up.
The market-size fish come up to
the mesh and curiously pick at our
knuckles. I peer past the mesh and
the nearby fish into the pen and can
see right across the central spar and
support ring. Despite the current, water visibility is excellent at well over
100 feet. There are only about 30,000
fish left in this pen, from the stocking
standard of 90,000. The majority have
already been harvested. Thoughts go
to the environmental concerns of the
potential waste from the fish and its

This morning, we have an
opportunity to dive some
Amberjack (Seriola spp.) net
pens but will need to take
precautions. Tyler, the manager
impact on the surrounding pristine
waters but I know it wouldn’t even
register as a blip on the nitrogen budget – the limiting nutrient in saltwater
ecosystems. Studies in over-crowded
low-flow fjords of net pens in Norwegian waters have shown that, even
there, the net pen contribution to the
nutrient needs of primary productivity is negligible. This is similar with
net pens in the temperate oceans of
Maine and Washington State. It is
even more pronounced in the sub-

Approaching the cage and its 30 m outside support ring.

Gazing into the pen with its central spar.

tropics of Hawaii. Immersed in this
nutrient-starved ecosystem, I am
triggered to ponder my marine biology university days. Sub- and tropical
oceans were considered “deserts.”
That is why the water is so clear. Little nutrient input from run-off and
permanent thermoclines trap what
few nutrients there are in the depths.
Any excess nitrogen is lapped up
“instantaneously” by the sparse and
hungry algae. No environmental impact whatsoever.

of Blue Ocean, tells us
that there is a current
today of almost 2 knots.

Amberjacks are members of the
jack family. This particular species:
Seriola rivoliana, or Alamaco or Longfin amberjack is in the same family as
Amberjack and Yellowtail - very “tuna-like” flesh. As is the habit of a veterinarian, I put my mask against the
mesh and scan for any skin parasites,
or signs of infection or malformations. Bacteria, viruses and parasites
are a natural part of the ecosystem
and wild fish populations are constant carriers. In a past AquaMed
course out of a marine lab on the
Lousiana salt marsh, we used to take
students fishing amongst the oil rigs
in the Gulf. Bringing their catch back
to the lab for analysis always was a
great teaching tool, and the plethora
of parasites in healthy fish was always
astounding. Pathogen-free cultured
hatchery fish will always “canary”
what are carried by wild fish populations. Yellowtail are notably susceptible to a flatworm skin parasite, which
is susceptible to a hydrogen peroxide bath – an extremely eco-friendly
product that breaks down to water
and oxygen (no residue). The fish are
gorgeous in their shape, color and
fin condition. All look healthy, happy
(and tasty).
Prior to the dive, we had an excellent overview of the near shore landbased broodstock holding and fry
production operation. Kona-based
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Curious Seriola.

eration. It was founded in 2010 and
at the time of publication it employs
a staff of 30 and produces 600 metric tons annually. Currently, they are
the only mariculture operation in
open ocean waters in the U.S. Their
product is called: “kanpachi”, a Japanese sushi term derived from a stage
in the fish’s life. Blue Oceans produces “Kona Kanpachi” for delivery
to high-end Japanese and fine dining
restaurants in Hawaii and the U.S.
mainland. It is a premium, sashimigrade fish with a light pink, translucent appearance, clean taste and crisp
texture. High profile chefs appreciate
it for its taste, versatility, sustainability
and traceability. It is typically served
as sashimi, nigiri sushi or crudo, as
well as in several cooked recipes.

Amberjacks are members of
the jack family. This particular
species: Seriola rivoliana,
or Alamaco or Longfin
amberjack is in the same
family as Amberjack and
Yellowtail - very “tuna-like” flesh.
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Tyler greets us and signals for us
to move around to the other side of
the pen. We are downstream and so I
wonder what it will be like to experience the opposite side where the water will be pushing instead of pulling.
Hand-over-hand, with the relentless
current trying to tear us off, we circumnavigate the structure. The fish
seem to follow our fingers. Occasionally I gaze out into the blue hoping
(?) to catch a glimpse of a tiger shark.
The current seems too much even for
them today.
The pens are an ingenious design
made of a central 30-meter hollow
steel spar and a centrally suspended
ring that is 30-meters in diameter.
The netting is suspended from the
frame to give the appearance of one
multi-sided cone joined at the base
to an inverted second one. This gives
a total volume of water for the fish
of 8000 cubic meters. Attaching a
compressor to the central pole allows
the cages to be submerged for storm
protection and then brought up for
feeding and maintenance.
On the other side of the pen,
the current pushes us up against the
mesh. A little more comforting, but
still uncomfortable as there is no relaxation from the constant push and
muscles are continually working. Tyler
signals that we should complete the
circle and move back around to the

Navigating around the net pen in stiff currents.

Amberjack broodstock in on-shore tanks.

Kona-based Blue Ocean Mariculture
is a family-owned “egg to fork” fish
culture operation. It was founded in
2010 and at the time of publication it
employs a staff of 30 and produces
600 metric tons annually. Currently,
they are the only mariculture operation
in open ocean waters in the U.S.

line from the boat. Todd and I both
nod in agreement. I take one last look
into the pen and a final survey of the
fish happily swimming around the
center pole and start the hand crawl
back to the boat. An abbreviated but
satisfying glimpse into this pioneering Amberjack growing facility.
Back in the boat, Todd acknowledges that that was pretty cool. Great
to see an American aquaculture success story. On the way back to the
dock, we plot on where we are going to have dinner. On the menu will
be kona kanpachi chased with one or
two Kona microbrews.
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out of Kirkland, Washington, specializing in bringing a
comprehensive professional service/product package to
aquaculture, including: vaccine solutions, immune stimulants, sedatives, antimicrobials and parasiticides.
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